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EPISODE 1 – DRACULA: DEAD AND LOVING IT
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Welcome to Fangs a Lot!  I’m your host Sanguine, and I review vampires on screen! To 
start this series off, we’re going to be taking a look at Mel Brooks’ Dracula: Dead and 
Loving It! 

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Mel Brooks had his directorial debut in 1967 and specialised in parody movies. This is his 
second shot with horror; his first was Young Frankenstein. It released to critical acclaim 
and was even selected for the National Film Registry. Twenty one years between these two 
films has some interesting implications. Artists morph dramatically throughout their 
careers. They see what sticks, what doesn’t, or they decide to be creative wild-cards. This is
no exception with film directors.

SO...WHAT IS THIS MOVIE?

Dracula: Dead and Loving It, as the title suggests, parodies the story of Bram Stoker’s 
Dracula. As a retelling of the 1931 adaptation, it mimics its inspiration with a “just add 
water” approach to its comedy. This is by far the defining feature of the film.

THE EXECUTION

As a spoof film, how does it fare? The execution of humour is inconsistent. Jokes can last 
the right amount of time, or drag out awkwardly. Some have the comedic wham we wanted,
while others are so underwhelming that our brains refuse to class them as jokes. 
 
Some of the gags, to the film’s credit, come as affectionate tribute to the classics. For 
example, the villagers Renfield meets, and the bat that frightens him at the castle. There’s a 
tribute in this film which misses most people; when the castle’s door handle crumbles in 
Renfield’s hands. This is actually a tribute to Young Frankenstein! When this movie is able 
to, it can deliver good parody. One of these examples is when Lucy is bedridden. Usually, 
the room is dressed with garlic to protect her. But in this film, her room is stuffed with 
enough garlic to choke twenty Draculas. I will not deny that this film can and will have 
moments that tickle you. These jokes feel seamless. They feel organic in context of the 
story, and they feel like they belong. 



Contrast this to this film’s bad jokes. One reason why bad comedy can be bad is because it 
strains to make people laugh. It wants you to laugh, it is desperate for you to laugh. The 
audience can and will sense this. Good comedy doesn't strain for our amusement. 

In the first scene of Leslie Nielsen as Dracula, we see him wearing a white wig. This wig 
resembles the hairstyle we see in Francis Ford Coppola's Dracula. Coppola’s film released 
three years before Dead and Loving It, in 1992.

The point of the 1992 Dracula’s appearance was to show his de-aging process. This shows 
itself all throughout the original novel, and a few sparse adaptations of it. Dracula: Dead 
and Loving It does not parody this element. We don’t see Dracula in this film de-age from 
an old man. It's not explored, and thus feels like a reference for reference’s sake. I also feel 
this way because both films are only three years apart, and it feels a bit too soon. 

The better jokes acknowledge the source material and expand upon it. This film's best jokes
and nods feel intimate with the vampire genre. They communicate a level of respect for it. 
Dracula's hypnosis antics are funny because they ask questions that we didn't. Does 
Dracula have to be precise with his commands? Can things go wrong? Indeed, they do and 
these scenes pay off because they connect to the story. Dracula wearing the 1992 Dracula 
hairstyle feels more like an attempt to make you laugh. 

THE SLAPSTICK

This is not something I’d usually have in a vampire review, but this film is bursting to the 
seams with it. Slapstick is an exaggerated type of physical comedy. So, how is this film's 
slapstick?

Sometimes it really feels like a character is being thrashed about; other times it feels too 
slow to count as slapstick. When this film does slapstick well, it’s with the character of 
Renfield. In most scenes with Renfield, the slapstick hits fast and hard. For the sake of 
brevity I will name one example. 

Dracula and Renfield are on a boat to England, the count’s coffin comes loose and slides 
about. Renfield hears Dracula calling out to him, arrives to stop it, then gets squashed by 
the coffin. There’s a real sense of weight from through motion and sound design. Renfield's
performance reinforces this. The high-pitched screams he makes as he’s being squashed are
convincing. It really sounds like he’s in pain, and thus the slapstick is delivering a proper 
impact. Good slapstick has to be fast, just as much as it has to be devastating. 

Now to my example of poor slapstick. Dracula sees Lucy's bedroom window is open. He 
uses the power of CGI to turn into a bat and do some trespassing. As he’s about to fly into 
her room, the window shuts on him and he splats against the glass. So...why doesn’t this 
work? 

It all comes down to execution! 



The movement of the scene has a strange “floaty” feeling to it. The movements, both 
diegetic and non-diegetic, come together to create a very weightless feel. A crucial part of 
physical comedy is weight. You don’t get a sense of how a hard glass window would feel to
a light fluttering bat. The scene moves too slowly to sell us the idea of Dracula hitting a 
window mid-flight. There’s not that element of surprise. What could have been a great 
scene is ruined by its own execution. 

Nielsen’s performance doesn’t compliment the nature of these scenes either. His 
expressions feel too exaggerated for what is underwhelming physical comedy. Exaggerated 
expressions work for when the slapstick hits, because it feels earned. This now takes us 
into the acting of this film.

THE ACTING

Leslie Nielsen does not work well in this Dracula role. So why is this? His acting strengths 
do not align with this film's brand of comedy. When Leslie is at his best, he's the perfect 
example of the straight man. The man who watches everybody else's antics with a deadpan 
stare and a snappy comment. This does show up in the film, namely in his scenes with 
Renfield, but there’s something missing. We get a vague impression that he’s doing his 
straight-man shtick, but it’s not clear enough. It feels too subdued, more like he was told to 
mimic Bela Lugosi than to do his own thing. I think this is most clear seeing interviews of 
Leslie for this film; you see the exact kind of dry humour that makes him so remembered. 
Leslie’s speciality wasn’t capitalised on enough, leading to a half-baked result. 

Onto a performance born for slapstick is this film’s Renfield. He’s based off Dwight Frye’s 
performance, right down to the laugh. But this time, things are up to eleven. He’s a pitiful 
little gremlin either getting punted or fucking Dracula’s plans so hard they’re gonna need a 
doctor. His acting is believable, especially when he’s in distress. You can really feel when 
he’s in pain, or worried for MASTER! His voice acting is shockingly good for what is a 
spoof film. It feels alive and writhing, exactly what you want for a character like Renfield. 
Because of this, he’s by far the best thing in this entire film. He gets an unexpected amount 
of screen-time too, which is very welcome. This is the best take I’ve seen on a “Funny 
Renfield” so far. It parodies the original source material and explores it further in funny 
ways. 

Now onto the rest of the human cast! As this is takes more from the 1931 film, we don’t see
a handful of the book characters. Sadly this means no cowboy. This is a Quincyless film. 
We’ll start off with this film’s Jonathan Harker. Jonathan Harker is an innocent nice guy 
who literally screams at the sight of cleavage. It’s a refreshing commentary on the sexual 
repression of the story’s time-period. It’s a simple performance but it does its job.

The rest of the cast just sort of exist. Dr Seward can have some good moments, but this 
performance doesn't offer us much. There’s some clear attempts to make him act as a foil to
other characters, namely with him and Van Helsing. I would say he’s not the most riveting 
performance, but he can be decent. Martin appears to restrain Renfield and serves as a good



tribute to the 1931 film. I enjoyed seeing their interactions, and I was pleasantly surprised 
to see that he appeared in a few more scenes.

Van Helsing has a funny European accent but he doesn’t steal the show. You think he 
would, something in me thought he would. They do try to show him as an eccentric doctor, 
but it’s unusually forgettable. Some of the performances can be great, others are just 
“there”, and Leslie Nielsen spends the film as a budget Bela Legosi. In one short word, 
inconsistent.

THE VISUALS

Costuming isn’t very notable, which checks out for a spoof film. You’re not going to see 
historical accuracy here. For you female fashion enthusiasts, you can giggle at the open 
dresses of the cast’s Victorian ladies. If this film was better written, I would have assumed 
the abundance of cleavage was a reference to Hammer.

You think in a spoof movie there wouldn’t be much to say about the visuals, let alone the 
sets. To my delight, I was wrong.

The first scene in this film is in a rippling sunset. The lighting is brilliant, immersive...and 
very similar to the 1992 adaptation. While I think referencing the 1992 Dracula is too soon,
this is too beautiful for me to insult. The scene itself takes place during sunset, and this 
creative decision feels organic because of that. It doesn’t feel jarring or shoehorned in.

Dracula’s castle is a recreation of the 1931 castle, right down to the stairs. It shows that 
they didn’t want to plop Leslie Nielsen in a random castle set and call it a day. Instead of an
instant cut to England, we see a parody of 1931’s boat scene, and it looks like the original 
boat. To my dismay, a lot of the scenes after this one don't have these details. Some sets are 
definitely better, or otherwise more intricate than others. There’s a good handful that are 
serviceable, but again, this is a spoof film and writing is the priority here. If anything, I’m 
shocked that there was so much effort put into some of these sets.

Now onto the special effects, which is a mixture of practical and CGI...Thankfully more of 
the former. CGI in this film is crude, but this film’s practical effects compensate for it. My 
two favourite examples are the bat that spooks Renfield and the blood that erupts from 
Lucy’s chest when she’s staked. It feels right for a genre that for so long, relied on practical 
effects to deliver scenes of blood, violence and death.



FINAL THOUGHTS

Dracula: Dead and Loving It is an underwhelming comedy that fails to deliver what it 
promised. This film feels like a blindfolded game of darts. Mostly misses, with the 
occasional strike in the bullseye. It is incredibly bizarre to see that this film and Young 
Frankenstein were made by the same man, but as said before, a lot can change in 21 years.

Films that are wholly incompetent are one thing, but those with glimmers of goodness are 
especially painful. As much as I loved seeing Renfield on screen, I winced a little bit inside,
wishing that all of the movie was like this. If you’re consuming media and you find 
yourself yearning for more, it’s not doing things right. Don’t settle for less, there’s always 
something out there that will fulfil your needs. In my case it’s funny, self-aware vampire 
films.

Well that sucks, but at least we have better vampire comedies. But maybe someday, some 
ambitious director will give us what this film couldn’t. 

BAT RATING: One bat out of five.

THIS FILM IN ONE LINE: I wasn’t Dead and Loving It.


